PARTICIPATION GUIDELINES

The event is reserved to students and graduates of the University of Bologna.
First Steps

1. Login on Almalaurea portal
2. Create or update your CV in Almalaurea
How to participate

1) Register to the Event (on → Go to the event or → Events for you)

2) In the section → ‘work opportunities’
   you’ll find the participating companies
   the most wanted profiles

3) Find which companies are more interesting for you and check out the positions they offer

4) Register to the company workshops on → workshop and make sure you take note of
   the daily agenda
   the times of the workshops
How to take part to the event

Access → ‘La tua agenda’, you will find:
- the links to the workshops where you have registered
- the one-to-one interviews confirmed by the companies
Your one-to-one interviews

- Login a few minutes before the scheduled time of the interview
- Wait till the recruiter starts the call → answer… → good luck!

NB
Make sure you cancel your interview request in case you cannot make it. You can request an alternative planning which will need to confirmed by the company.
Any questions?

Contact us on jobplacement@unibo.it and give us
- your email/phone number
- when is the best time to contact you